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a b s t r a c t 

We investigate immiscible radial displacement in a Hele-Shaw cell with a temperature dependent vis- 

cosity using two coupled high resolution numerical methods. Thermal gradients created in the domain 

through the injection of a low viscosity fluid at a different temperature to the resident high viscosity 

fluid can lead to the formation of unstable thermo-viscous fingers, which we explore in the context of 

immiscible flows. The transient, multi-zone heat transfer is evaluated using a newly developed auxiliary 

radial basis function-finite collocation (RBF-FC) method, which locally captures variation in flux and field 

variable over the moving interface, without the need for ghost node extrapolation. The viscosity couples 

the transient heat transfer to the Darcy pressure/velocity field, which is solved using a boundary element 

- RBF-FC method, providing an accurate and robust interface tracking scheme for the full thermo-viscous 

problem. 

We explore the thermo-viscous problem space using systematic numerical experiments, revealing that 

the early stage finger growth is controlled by the pressure gradient induced by the varying tempera- 

ture and mobility field. In hot injection regimes, negative temperature gradients normal to the interface 

act to accelerate the interface, promoting finger bifurcation and enhancing the viscous fingering insta- 

bility. Correspondingly, cold injection regimes stabilise the flow compared to isothermal cases, hindering 

finger formation. The interfacial mobility distribution controls the late stage bifurcation mode, with non- 

uniformities induced by the thermal diffusivity creating alternate bifurcation modes. Further numerical 

experiments reveal the neutral stability of the thermal effects on the fingering evolution, with classical 

viscous fingering dynamics eventually dominating the evolution. We conclude the paper with a mecha- 

nistic summary of the immiscible thermo-viscous fingering regime, providing the first detailed analysis 

of the thermal problem in immiscible flows. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

During the displacement of a high viscosity fluid by the in-

ection of a low viscosity fluid, interfacial instabilities can evolve

orming complex viscous fingering patterns. The viscous fingering

echanism is an important feature in many practical applications,

articular those involving the flow through porous media, such

s enhanced oil recovery [1] , geothermal heat extraction [2] and

arbon sequestration [3] (for a detailed review of viscous fingering

n porous media see [4] ). 

One such porous media flow, and the primary motivation be-

ind the current work is the injection and storage of supercritical
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Earth Science and Engineering, Impe- 

ial College London, SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom. 

E-mail address: samuel.jackson@imperial.ac.uk (S.J. Jackson). 
1 We wish to dedicate this article to the memory of Henry Power, who sadly 

assed away shortly after this article was submitted. He was a great mentor, friend 

nd researcher, who will be dearly missed by everyone who had the pleasure of 

nowing him. 
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O 2 in deep subsurface aquifers (carbon sequestration). When CO 2 

s injected into a deep saline geological formation suitable for

torage, it will displace the resident brine, creating an immiscible

wo-phase flow regime. The injected CO 2 will rise upwards due

o buoyancy forces, eventually hitting a low permeability cap rock

here a permeability and capillary barrier stops the CO 2 from

ising out of the aquifer. After this stage, the CO 2 will spread

aterally, further displacing brine. 

The injection of supercritical CO 2 will typically occur at a

emperature different to that of the resident brine, creating tem-

erature gradients in the domain that will alter mechanical fluid

uantities such as diffusivity, viscosity, density and surface tension.

he CO 2 can be injected at a colder temperature than the resident

rine, due to heat loss en-route to the downhole injection site [5] ,

r through very deep subsurface injection where the resident brine

emperature is very high (typically at depths > 3 km), e.g. the In

alah formation in Algeria [6] . CO 2 can also be used for combined

torage and extraction in geothermal reservoirs, in which very

igh temperature brine (T > 150 °C) can be extracted for energy

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compfluid.2017.04.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compfluid
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.compfluid.2017.04.004&domain=pdf
mailto:samuel.jackson@imperial.ac.uk
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compfluid.2017.04.004
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use [7] . The CO 2 may also be injected at a higher temperature than

the resident brine, for pre-conditioning purposes [8] or for plume

evolution monitoring [9] . Another immiscible displacement regime

where thermal effects are prominent is that of thermal enhanced

oil recovery, in which high temperature water (or steam) is used

to mobilise trapped oil and increase well production [10] . 

Understanding how temperature gradients affect the fluid

properties and resulting interfacial displacement is key to un-

derstanding the key physical mechanisms in the immiscible

displacement regimes above and in the fundamental study of

moving multi-zone problems in classical fluid dynamics. In this

work, we analyse the changes in fluid viscosity due to thermal

gradients in the domain and the effect this has on the immisci-

ble interfacial displacement and viscous fingering process, often

termed thermo-viscous fingering. 

In order to examine the effects coming purely from the variable

viscosity, we maintain constant values of surface tension and diffu-

sivity for each fluid, with density driven buoyancy effects negligi-

ble in the lateral fluid flow. This simplification allows the thermo-

viscous fingering process to be quantified for immiscible regimes

without the complication of additional Marangoni and variable

diffusivity effects. To analyse the fully coupled thermal problem in-

volves the solution of a different set of non-linear equations requir-

ing inclusion of viscous shear stresses around the interface and a

non-linear diffusion term in the heat transfer. The solution of these

coupled equations would require more complex numerical tech-

niques that are beyond the scope of this work. We direct the inter-

ested reader towards the following works that focus on the other

thermal processes mentioned above: [11,12] for Marangoni type

effects and [13] for the solution of non-linear diffusivity problems.

In order to model the immiscible displacement regimes we

use the analogy between Hele-Shaw and porous media flows. By

considering that the flow between the plates in the Hele-Shaw cell

follows a Poiseuille profile, Stokes flow can be reduced to Darcy

flow by depth-averaging across the gap. The immiscible displace-

ment of the fluids is then described by 2D potential flow in the

plane of the Hele-Shaw cell. As the thermal diffusivities of the

two fluids can be very low, the thermal Peclet number describing

the ratio of convective to diffusive heat transfer can be large ( >

10 0 0). We therefore have to solve the full convection-diffusion

heat equation to track the heat transfer in the domain. 

During thermo-viscous fingering, generally, two fronts are

established in the domain: ‘solutal’ and thermal. The solutal front

is defined here as the point at which the fluid composition tran-

sitions from the injected fluid to the resident fluid. In immiscible

displacement this is a sharp front controlled by capillary forces,

where the mechanical fluid properties exhibit discontinues profiles

[14] . The thermal front in an immiscible regime is also ‘sharp’ if

the fluids have different diffusivities, creating a defined multi-zone

domain. 

The solutal and thermal fronts do not necessarily propagate

with the same velocity due to a difference in solutal and thermal

diffusivities and the fact that heat may diffuse away from the fluid

into surrounding solid media. In the case of a thermally insulated

Hele-Shaw cell, there is no thermal lag, as the cell remains an

open channel with an effective porosity of one. The solutal and

thermal fronts advance with the same velocity, creating a single or

isoadvective regime, that is governed purely by the fluid velocity

[15] . Also, due to the immiscibility of the fluids, we only consider

thermal diffusivity (i.e there is no mass diffusivity), meaning dou-

ble diffusive effects apparent in miscible flows are not encountered

here [16] . 

There exists a very limited number of studies on immiscible

thermo-viscous fingering, with most previous research focusing

on miscible cases. One notable work in the immiscible regime by

Sheorey and Muralidhar finds that non-isothermal, high temper-
ture injection of water into resident oil promotes the formation

f viscous fingers and increases the sweep efficiency of the water

17] . The fluid front can temporarily displace beyond the thermal

ront into a region of low temperature (and high viscosity), where

he front velocity drops. The sides of the front can then bypass this

egion, forming fingers around the sides of the domain. The finger

volution here is a result of the interplay between the thermal

nd solutal fronts, which despite the exclusion of a thermal lag

arameter, have different diffusive regimes and hence affect the

dvancing front on different time scales. It is also worth noting,

hat due to the constitutive relationship for the capillary pressure

ased on the water saturation alone (without temperature varia-

ion), and the Darcy flow approximation [17] , thermocapillary and

arangoni effects are not included in their model, as is the case

n the present work. 

The interplay between solutal and thermal fronts has been

xplored in much more detail in the context of misicible flows. In

he analysis of radial double-diffusive fronts, Pritchard finds that

ven for strongly stabilising temperature fields (i.e. they form a

ecreasing viscosity profile across the interface), a destabilising

iscosity profile can be maintained over the front due to a strongly

dvective solute regime [14] , unless the thermal lag is near unity

nd the thermal viscosity contrast is many times higher than the

iscosity contrast across the solutal front. Mishra et al. [16] and

ritchard [15] show that the aggregate viscosity profile is not

ufficient to predict the overall stability at late stages, as diffusive

ffects become more prominent, and early stage stabilisation of

he flow may diminish. It is not enough to state that if one of

he scalar components promotes fingering, then fingering will

ventually occur in the late stage regime [15] . 

Numerical studies of various miscible displacements regimes

gree qualitatively with the stability analyses above [2,18–21] . In

eneral, at the late stages of interfacial growth, they find that at

ufficiently low values of thermal lag, or if the thermal regime

s highly diffusive, the evolution depends entirely on the solutal

iscosity ratio. The (de)stabilising effects of the thermal front are

educed with an increase in thermal diffusivity or thermal lag

18,20] . 

Experimentally, thermo-viscous fingering is typically hard to

uantify under laboratory conditions. Nagatsu et al. [22] and

olloway and de Bruyn [23] track the injection of hot glycerine

glycerine-water solutions in [22] ) into colder more viscous glyc-

rine in a Hele-Shaw cell. Nagatsu et al. [22] find that in a small

ange of mobility ratios, around β = M 1 /M 2 = 10 , injection at a

igher temperature than the resident fluid promotes the onset of

ngering, with bifurcation occurring at a smaller interface radius.

he results have good agreement with Holloway and de Bruyn

23] . However, more specific thermal effects are hard to gauge

ue to the insulation of the Hele-Shaw cell and resulting heat loss

hrough the glass plates [22] . 

In this current work, we analyse the immiscible thermo-viscous

ngering process in a Hele-Shaw cell due to the radial injection of

 low viscosity fluid with injection temperature different to that

f the high viscosity resident fluid. We use a Hele-Shaw model

ith efficient interface tracking methods to study the effects of

hermo-viscous fingering in an immiscible regime, allowing the

asic mechanisms of the thermo-viscous process to be examined

n detail. Using this simplified model, we hope to shed light on

he more complex problem occurring in porous media. To the

uthors knowledge, this work represents the first comprehensive

umerical study of immiscible thermo-viscous fingering in a Hele-

haw cell, and hopes to shed light on the effects of multi-zone

eat transfer on the purely advective immiscible fluid flow regime.

Using a recently developed boundary element (BE) - radial

asis function (RBF) method, we track the fluids’ pressure, ve-

ocity and temperature through the solution of Darcy flow and

Kinam Park
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Fig. 1. Initial setup of the immiscible thermo-viscous fingering problem in a Hele-Shaw cell. The black fluid-fluid interface overlays a contour plot of the initial temperature 

field. The radial distance used in the smoothed step function ˆ r is highlighted. 
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he multi-zone convection-diffusion of heat through the domain.

his method allows the late stage exploration of the effects of

 transient temperature field on the immiscible fluid front, and

he resulting displacement regime. The paper is organised as

ollows; firstly, we present the mathematical model followed by a

ummary of the numerical methods. After this we present results

f immiscible thermo-viscous fingering under different capillary

umber, temperature and diffusivity regimes, concluding with a

iscussion and summary of the results. 

. Mathematical formulation 

We consider a radial Hele-Shaw cell, in which high viscosity

uid is displaced by the radial injection of a low viscosity fluid.

he low viscosity invading fluid (such as CO 2 ) with temperature

 0 occupies the inner region �1 , whilst a high viscosity fluid (such

s brine) with temperature T ∞ 

occupies the external region �2 ,

hown in Fig. 1 . The interface separating the internal and external

egion has an initial perturbation given by r = r 0 + ε0 r 0 cos (8 θ ) ,

here r , r 0 , ε0 and θ are the interface radius, the unperturbed in-

erface radius, the perturbation amplitude and the azimuthal angle

round the interface respectively. The initial temperature T ( x ) at a

oint x = (x 1 , x 2 ) is given by a smoothed step function, i.e. 

 ( x ) = T ∞ 

+ 0 . 5(T 0 − T ∞ 

) 

(
1 + tanh 

(
ˆ r 

δ

))
(1) 

here, ˆ r is the radial distance from a point x to the corresponding

nterface point. δ is the sharpness of the smoothed step function.

e use a smoothed step function to aid numerical stability at the

tart of simulations when the velocity is very high. An initially dis-

ontinuous temperature field can be used, but the late stage finger

rowth (and temperature field) only shows very minor differences

ith that computed from an initially smooth temperature field. 

For the flow in a Hele-Shaw cell, the depth averaged pres-

ure P l and 2D Darcy velocity u l 
i 

in each fluid region l can be

xpressed through Darcy’s law: u l 
i 
( x ) = −M l ( x ) 

∂P l 
∂x i 

. The mobility

 is related to the fluid viscosity μ ( x ) and plate spacing b by:
l l 
 l ( x ) = b 2 / 12 μl ( x ) . Substituting the Darcy flow expression into

he conversation of mass, we find: 

∂ 

∂x i 

(
M l ( x ) 

∂P l ( x ) 

∂x i 

)
= 0 x ∈ �l , l = 1 , 2 (2) 

here M l is a function of space and time since μl is a function

f the transient temperature field. The plate spacing b has been

ropped from the equation since it is constant in this formulation.

t a boundary point ξ on the fluid interface S between �1 and �2 ,

here are two matching conditions (kinematic and dynamic) that

ust be met by the advancing interface. Firstly, the kinematic con-

ition requires the continuity of normal velocity u i ( ξ) n i ( ξ), i.e. 

M 1 ( ξ) 
∂P 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

= −M 2 ( ξ) 
∂P 2 ( ξ) 

∂n 

(3) 

econdly, the dynamic condition describes the pressure jump

cross the interface: 

 1 ( ξ) − P 2 ( ξ) = γ
(

2 

b 
+ 

π

4 

k ( ξ) 
)

(4) 

here γ is the surface tension and k ( ξ) is the curvature. k ( ξ) is

onsidered a continuous function on the interface surface with

 π /4 scaling term included for consistency with the asymptotic

nalysis of [24] . The contact angle of the meniscus has been

ssumed to be zero and we neglect dynamic wetting effects.

ynamic wetting has been shown by various authors to have a

onsiderable effect on the interfacial displacement in a Hele-Shaw

ell at high capillary numbers and requires study in its own right,

utting it beyond the scope of the current work [25–27] . The

isplacement of the outer fluid is initiated by the injection of the

nner fluid with a point source of strength Q at the origin. 

In order to characterise effects coming from the non-isothermal

egime, we decompose the variables that relate to the viscosity

nto homogeneous and perturbed components. Firstly, the vis-

osity of each fluid l can be represented through an exponential

ependence on the temperature [14,28] . 

l ( x ) = μ̄l exp 

[
∓αl 

(
1 ± T ( x ) − T ∞ 

| T 0 − T ∞ 

| 
)]

x ∈ �l , l = 1 , 2 (5) 
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Here, the homogeneous viscosity μ̄l is that of fluid l at the in-

jection temperature T 0 . T ∞ 

is the resident fluid temperature, αl 

is the rate of change of viscosity for fluid l with temperature.

The minus/plus sign in ∓αl is used for when the injecting fluid

is hotter (+) or colder (-) than the resident fluid. This gives the

mobility of the fluid in zone l as: 

M l ( x ) = 

b 2 

12 μl ( x ) 
= M̄ l + 

˜ M l ( x ) (6)

M̄ l = 

b 2 

12 μ̄l 

, ˜ M l ( x ) = 

b 2 

12 μl ( x ) 
− M̄ l (7)

We now introduce non-dimensional variables utilising the charac-

teristic length, time, velocity, pressure, temperature and mobility

of the problem, given by: 

( x , r, b) = r 0 ( x 
′ , r ′ , b ′ ) , t = 

r 2 0 

Q 

t ′ , (8)

M l = M̄ 2 M 

′ 
l , u l = 

Q 

r 0 
u 

′ 
l , P l = 

Q 

M̄ 2 

P ′ l , (9)

T l = | T 0 − T ∞ 

| T ′ l + T ∞ 

, D l = QD 

′ 
l l = 1 , 2 (10)

In equalities (8) –(10) , apostrophes identify dimensionless variables

with t as time and M̄ 2 as the homogeneous mobility of the dis-

placed fluid (corresponding to the homogeneous viscosity μ̄2 ). D l 

is the thermal diffusivity of fluid l . 

From this point onwards, the apostrophe of all non-dimensional

variables will be dropped, and all variables will be assumed to

be in their non-dimensional form unless otherwise stated. We

start by representing the pressure as a sum of homogeneous and

perturbed components: 

P l ( x ) = p̄ l ( x ) + 

˜ p l ( x ) (11)

Using the above form of the pressure, Eq. (2) can be expanded,

noting that ∂ M̄ l /∂x i = 0 , to obtain the following equation: 

M l ( x ) 
∂ 2 p̄ l 
∂ x i ∂ x i 

+ M l ( x ) 
∂ 2 ˜ p l ( x ) 

∂ x i ∂ x i 
+ 

∂ ˜ M l ( x ) 

∂x i 

∂ ̃  p l ( x ) 

∂x i 

= −∂ ˜ M l ( x ) 

∂x i 

∂ p̄ l ( x ) 

∂x i 
(12)

where the homogeneous pressure is constrained to satisfy

Laplace’s equation, in order to characterise the case of isothermal

displacement, i.e.: 

∂ 2 p̄ l ( x ) 

∂ x i ∂ x i 
= 0 (13)

The homogeneous pressure is then subject to the following

matching and asymptotic conditions: 

p̄ 1 ( ξ) − p̄ 2 ( ξ) = 

1 

Ca g 

(
2 

b 
+ 

π

4 

k ( ξ) 
)

f or ξ ∈ S (14)

M̄ 1 ( ξ) 
∂ p̄ 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

= M̄ 2 ( ξ) 
∂ p̄ 2 ( ξ) 

∂n 

f or ξ ∈ S (15)

p̄ 2 ( x ) 
x →∞ 

→ − 1 
2 π ln (r) (16)

The global capillary number Ca g in (14) describes the ratio of

viscous driving forces to surface tension forces in terms of the

characteristic mobility M̄ 2 and plate separation b at the origin;

a g = r 0 Q/γ M̄ 2 . The perturbed pressure Eq. (12) is then subject

to the following matching conditions at the interface, S , and

asymptotic conditions near the origin and in the far field: 

˜ p 1 ( ξ) − ˜ p 2 ( ξ) = 0 f or ξ ∈ S (17)

M 1 ( ξ) 
∂ ̃  p 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

= M 2 ( ξ) 
∂ ̃  p 2 ( ξ) 

∂n 
p
+ (β ˜ M 2 ( ξ) − ˜ M 1 ( ξ)) 
∂ p̄ 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

f or ξ ∈ S (18)

∂ ̃  p 1 ( x ) 

∂r 
x → 0 

→ 0 

˜ p 2 ( x ) 
x →∞ 

→ 0 (19)

here β is the mobility ratio between the fluids, β = M̄ 1 / M̄ 2 =
¯ 2 / ̄μ1 . The jump in flux in Eq. (18) is given by: 

(β ˜ M 2 ( ξ) − ˜ M 1 ( ξ)) 
∂ p̄ 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

= 

b 2 

12 ̄μ1 

(e ±α2 (1 ± T ) − e ±α1 ( 1 ± T ) ) 
∂ p̄ 1 ( ξ) 

∂n 

(20)

herefore, if α1 = α2 the flux in Eq. (18) is continuous, however, in

ll cases the interfacial flux (3) is always satisfied, i.e. continuous.

his can be observed by adding Eqs. (15) and (18) and using the

efinitions (6) and (11) with β = M̄ 1 / M̄ 2 , which is valid for any

alue of α1 and α2 . The obtained values of p̄ l and ˜ p l can be used

o reconstruct the normal velocity at an interface point, ξ, in order

o track the fluid: 

 n ( ξ) = ū n ( ξ) + 

˜ u n ( ξ) = −M 

1 ( ξ) ∂ ̄p 1 ( ξ) 
∂n 

− M 

1 ( ξ) ∂ ̃ p 1 ( ξ) 
∂n 

(21)

o evaluate the flow and pressure in the domain and calculate

he interfacial velocity with Eq. (21) we require the temperature

hroughout in order to calculate the viscosity and its spatial deriva-

ives. To track the temperature evolution through the domain, we

olve the multi-zone convection diffusion heat equation: 

∂T l ( x , t) 

∂t 
= D l 

∂ 2 T l ( x , t) 

∂x 2 
i 

− u i ( x , t) 
∂T l ( x , t) 

∂x i 
l = 1 , 2 (22)

q. (22) is valid in each fluid region l , subject to the following

atching, boundary and initial conditions: 

 1 ( ξ, t) = T 2 ( ξ, t) f or ξ ∈ S (23)

 1 
∂T 1 ( ξ, t) 

∂n 

= D 2 
∂T 2 ( ξ, t) 

∂n 

f or ξ ∈ S (24)

 1 ( x , t) 
x → 0 

→ T 0 T 2 ( x , t) 
x →∞ 

→ T ∞ 

(25)

 l ( x , 0) = f l ( x ) x ∈ �l , l = 1 , 2 (26)

n Eqs. (23) and (24) , we enforce continuity of field variable

nd flux respectively, noting that the fluid velocity u i is contin-

ous across the interface. The temperature follows a prescribed,

moothed step initial condition given by Eq. (1) . 

The heat transfer completes the mathematical formulation of

he problem. In order to evaluate the pressure field in Eq. (12) and

13) , along with the temperature field in Eq. (22) , we require the

iscretisation of the domain, interface and boundaries as well as

he use of suitable numerical methods, discussed in the following

ections. 

. Numerical methods 

Here, we summarise the solution procedure to evaluate the

ransient temperature field and quasi-static pressure in order to

econstruct the interface velocity with Eq. (21) . 

The quasi-static pressure (both homogeneous (13) and per-

urbed (12) components) is solved using a coupled boundary

lement – radial basis function - finite collocation (BE–RBF-FC)

ethod, presented in [29] . The solution technique is the same in

his paper, with changes only in the spatial form of the mobility,

hich is now evaluated from the transient temperature field.

he BEM and RBF-FC have also been used separately in several

revious works, see [27,30] and [31,32] respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Thermo-viscous solution domain showing different RBF-FC operator types. The curved solid black line indicates the fluid-fluid interface. 
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The homogeneous pressure (13) is solved using an indirect

oundary element method which explicitly tracks the interface,

roviding greater accuracy compared to front capturing methods,

t the expense of increased meshing computational complexity.

sing a convergent (Neumann) series technique, the computational

ost scales quadratically with the number of boundary elements,

ignificantly reducing running times compared with traditional LU

olvers of fully populated BEM matrices. As the surface interface

rows, the number of boundary elements are adaptively increased

o maintain a target element size. 

The perturbed pressure Eq. (12) is solved using the embed-

ed multi-zone RBF-FC method, originally developed in [33] . A

uadtree dataset is used, to adaptively add and remove points

rom the domain as the interface displaces, which utilises a

istance based splitting scheme. The quadtree dataset was first

tilised with the RBF-FC method in [32] , and later applied to

ulti-zone problems in [29] . To decrease the solution cost for this

ethod we use an 8 finger symmetric interface throughout the

umerical simulations; this enables the RBF-FC method to make

se of symmetry in the domain and solve only 1/8th of the entire

omain. We displace nodes to coincide directly with the interface,

t which two RBF stencils can be formed to enforce the multi-zone

ux and solution matching conditions. 

We note that any form of symmetric could be used here to

educe computation time, but the conclusions drawn will be the

ame. A change in wavelength and wavenumber of initial pertur-

ation will alter the magnitude and time-scale at which fingering

vents occur, but the mechanisms for fingering (and stability) will

emain unchanged. We choose an 8 finger symmetry, since it is

fficient to split a quadtree dataset into eighths, as opposed to a

 finger symmetry which would require displacement of nodes in

he quadtree dataset so that they fall onto the line of symmetry. 

An example RBF-FC nodal distribution with corresponding

oundary conditions is shown in Fig. 2 . Only 1/8th of the bound-

ry element interface is shown, although in reality the entire

losed interface is solved at each time step (using symmetry to

opy mobility data to parts of the interface not shown). 
To solve the transient heat transfer Eq. (22) , the RBF-FC method

tilises an auxiliary multi-zone representation that enforces the

nterface matching conditions locally, so that ghost-node extrapo-

ation can be avoided in the fully transient moving interface prob-

em. We use a 2 nd order Crank–Nicholson time stepping scheme

 θ = 0 . 5 ) in this work. Details of the new auxiliary method, along

ith numerical validation are presented in the appendix. 

The main difference between the auxiliary multi-zone method

nd the embedded method presented in previous works, is the

nterface representation. In the embedded method, the matching

onditions appear globally, and the governing PDE is enforced

ocally at the interface (without local PDE points on the interface

he resulting solution is highly inaccurate). For moving interface

roblems the embedded method therefore requires some form of

xtrapolation for the PDE value (from the internal zone) at the in-

erface. However, in the auxiliary method, the matching conditions

ppear locally, meaning PDE points don’t have to be placed on the

nterface for solution accuracy, and extrapolation can be alleviated.

The issue of extrapolation also occurs for internal PDE points

ver which the interface passes in a single time step, meaning the

one switches from 2 to 1 between time step n and n + 1 . This

eans the value of previous time step data needs to be calculated

or the point, but at time step n the point was positioned in

one 2; no data exists at that location for zone 1 at time step

 . The small band region between the interface positions at time

tep n and n + 1 where no data exists is called the ghost region.

his occurs due to the Langrangian style of approach, where the

nterface is tracked through time and points are displaced along

ith it. ALE methods could be used to discretise the equations of

otion, so that the ghost node issues are alleviated, however, a

agrangian approach is preferred here to provide greater accuracy

n both the solution and multi-zone matching conditions. 

In the multi-zone representation, transport data such as the

uid velocity and temperature are only known in the specified

ones at a specified time step, and do not exist outside of these

egions, meaning the zone 1 fluid velocity (and hence PDE value)

t time step n cannot be reconstructed accurately by the nu-
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Table 1 

CO 2 and Brine fluid properties with temperature. 

T ( °C ) CO 2 viscosity μ̄1 (Pa.s) Brine viscosity μ̄2 (Pa.s) β

35 8.411 x 10 −5 7.542 x 10 −4 8.967 

40 7.858 x 10 −5 6.865 x 10 −4 8.736 

45 7.376 x 10 −5 6.283 x 10 −4 8.519 

50 6.893 x 10 −5 5.779 x 10 −4 8.384 

55 6.456 x 10 −5 5.338 x 10 −4 8.268 

60 6.019 x 10 −5 4.952 x 10 −4 8.227 

65 5.664 x 10 −5 4.610 x 10 −4 8.139 

70 5.309 x 10 −5 4.306 x 10 −4 8.112 

Table 2 

Summary of injection regimes and fluid properties. 

Case T 0 ( °C ) T ∞ ( °C ) M̄ 1 (m 

3 .s/kg) M̄ 2 (m 

3 .s/kg) β α1 α2 

1 35 70 2.133 x 10 −7 2.379 x 10 −8 8.967 0.4583 0.5390 

2 35 50 2.133 x 10 −7 2.379 x 10 −8 8.967 0.1986 0.2627 

3 35 35 2.133 x 10 −7 2.379 x 10 −8 8.967 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 

4 50 35 2.603 x 10 −7 3.105 x 10 −7 8.384 0.1986 0.2627 

5 70 35 3.380 x 10 −7 4.167 x 10 −7 8.112 0.4583 0.5390 
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merical method in zone 2. Extrapolation schemes can be used

to reconstruct the data needed from the previous time step in a

small band outside of the interior zone [34] , however, this limits

the convergence and accuracy of the numerical method to that of

the extrapolation scheme, which can be very poor when the data

varies sharply over the interface. 

The auxiliary method alleviates extrapolation by not having

PDE points placed on the interface, and using a local enforcement

of the matching condition in order that global accuracy is still

maintained. Internal PDE points that fall in the ghost region as

the interface moves are simply translated into the inner region,

which is possible due to the meshless nature of the scheme. The

auxiliary multi-zone representation is much more in keeping with

the original boundary value style of the RBF-FC method than

the embedded representation, and allows the meshless RBF-FC

nodes to evolve with the interface whilst accurately enforcing the

matching conditions. 

We utilise a coupled numerical scheme here, as opposed to

solving the entire problem solely with boundary elements, or

radial basis functions, in order that the accuracy and efficiency

of the scheme are maximized. When using solely boundary el-

ements, some form of dual reciprocity method would have to

implemented to evaluate the perturbed pressure components

(effectively solving a Poisson equation), which would require some

form of RBF interpolation. The heat transfer equation would also

involve domain integrals when solved with the BEM, making the

scheme inefficient for the large scale problems tackled here. In a

similar vein, the RBF-FC method is not as accurate (or efficient)

for the solution of the homogeneous pressure as the BEM, making

it less desirable when solving the entire problem. 

4. Coupled pressure/flow - heat transfer algorithm 

We solve the coupled thermo-viscous problem using the nu-

merical methods described in the previous section following the

algorithm below: 

1. Set-up the initial interface using 8 finger symmetric per-

turbation, r = 1 + ε0 cos (8 θ ) . Set-up the initial temperature

field using a smoothed step function over the interface using

Eq. (1) with δ = 1 . Generate the boundary element mesh and

embedded RBF-FC nodal arrangement. 

2. Use the initial temperature field to calculate the viscosity us-

ing (5) . Solve the initial pressure field using the initial interface

position with Eqs. (12) and (13) , to calculate the total velocity

with (21) . 

3. Displace the interface using a forward Euler time step, i.e �x i =
n i U n �t . Advance t = t + �t . 

4. Generate (on the first time step) or update the auxil-

iary/embedded RBF-FC nodes using the quadtree dataset at the

new interface position. Displace relevant nodes onto the inter-

face. Generate heat transfer PDE data at the new interface lo-

cation, using the old time step data (simply interpolate initial

data for the first time step). This involves reconstructing S l (x, t)

at the current time step for every internal RBF node, using the

previous time step RBF local systems (relevant local stencils are

chosen for new/displaced nodes based on their corresponding

locations). See appendix for more details. 

5. Solve the transient heat transfer Eq. (22) using the auxiliary

RBF-FC method. 

6. Use the temperature field at the new interface location to cal-

culate the viscosity everywhere using (5) . 

7. Solve the pressure field using the new viscosity field and inter-

face with Eqs. (12) and (13) , to calculate the total velocity with

(21) . 

8. Repeat steps 3–7 until the end simulation time is reached. 

V  
. Fluid properties 

Before proceeding to the main body of the thermo-viscous

ngering verification and results, we briefly describe the fluid

roperties and temperature regimes that will be used in these

ections, summarised in Tables 1 and 2 . We use the temperature

egimes in Table 2 to correspond to those in real CO 2 injection

cenarios discussed in the introduction. Larger temperatures

anges could be used, in which the thermo-viscous effects would

e correspondingly magnified. 

We use CO 2 viscosity data interpolated at the specified temper-

tures at 20 MPa injection pressure from [35] . The brine viscosity

s calculated from sodium chloride solution data at the specified

emperatures at 0.5 Mol/Kg and 10 MPa resident pressure using

36] . We use a suitable brine - CO 2 surface tension of 0.03 kg/s 2 

t the resident temperature and pressure values [37] . Due to the

ack of data concerning thermal diffusivity values for brine, we

se a corresponding diffusivity value for water at the resident

emperature and pressure as 0.0015 cm 

2 /s, for supercritical CO 2 

e take the diffusivity as 0.0 0 05 cm 

2 /s [38] . 

The injection regimes in Table 2 summarise the mobility val-

es for each specific injection temperature and the associated rate

f change of viscosity with temperature for the specific regime.

he values of α change, since the non-dimensional scalings change

ith the resident temperature, meaning that α must be varied to

eep the same dimensional dependence on temperature. The plate

eparation b is chosen as 0.00146731 cm, meaning the intrinsic

ermeable of the cell is 1.8x10 −11 cm 

2 (equivalent to oil reservoir

ock). 

. Mass conservation validation 

In this section, we demonstrate the fully coupled numerical

cheme on the case of the displacement of an initially circular

nterface, with zero perturbation. Perturbations will only grow

fter a long period of time due to numerical error, meaning that

he interface should propagate as a growing circle with an in-

reasing volume equal to that injected at the origin. By comparing

he numerical volume of the growing plume and the analytical

olume injected at the origin, we can validate that the coupled

cheme is mass conservative and that the governing equation of

he flow (2) is being satisfied. The total volume of fluid is given in

on-dimensional form as: 

 a = V 0 + b t (27)
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Table 3 

Relative errors between analytical and numerical volume of fluid for different injec- 

tion regimes at t = 10 . 

Injection Relative error, Q = 0 . 5 cm 

2 /s Relative error, Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s 

Regime �t = 0.02 �t = 0.04 �t = 0.02 �t = 0.04 

35 °C–50 °C 7.27 x 10 −4 1.47 x 10 −3 7.70 x 10 −4 1.44 x 10 −3 

50 °C–35 °C 7.02 x 10 −4 1.39 x 10 −3 6.00 x 10 −4 1.55 x 10 −3 

35 °C–70 °C 2.34 x 10 −3 2.32 x 10 −3 2.57 x 10 −3 3.16 x 10 −3 

70 °C–35 °C 1.86 x 10 −4 7.01 x 10 −4 6.38 x 10 −4 7.30 x 10 −4 

Fig. 3. Temperature contour and interface plot at t = 10 for the 50 °C–35 °C, Q = 

0 . 5 cm 

2 /s case. The bold black interface overlays a temperature contour plot with 

thin contour lines of the temperature field. 
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here, V 0 is the initial volume of fluid in the cell. If the interface

isplaces as a circle with radius r ( t ) in a uniform cell, the volume

an be expressed as: 

 a = πb r(t) 2 = b (π + t) (28) 

(t) = 

√ 

π + t 

π
(29) 

o ensure that mass has been conserved in the numerical method,

he volume of fluid can be calculated through numerical integra-

ion of the evolving interface (using the average interface position

¯ ) and compared to the value given by Eq. (27) . The BEM has

een validated for homogeneous mobility cases in previous work

y [30] , meaning the mass conservation tests presented here will

alidate that the RBF-FC method is contributing a correct velocity

from the perturbed pressure) to displace the interface and that

he corresponding temperature field transports accurately. The

BF method still solves the full multi-zone steady-state pressure

nd the transient heat transfer problem, but with the interface

iven by a simple circle instead of the convoluted interface usually

ound in viscous fingering problems. 

Given the symmetry of the problem, we use a triangular

olution domain for the RBF-FC methods, similar to that shown

n Fig. 2 . We use two different nodal distributions for the per-

urbed pressure solution and the transient heat transfer solution.

his ensures numerical accuracy and stability for both solutions,

hich do not necessarily need the same nodal distribution. As the

emperature profile is sharper than the perturbed pressure, the

uter boundary can be brought closer to the injection source and

he number of nodal points increased in the domain. Also, as the

esulting global matrix for transient problem is sparsely populated,

ncreasing the number of nodes does not significantly increase the

olution cost. 

For the heat transfer we use an outer boundary at x 1 = 8 ,

ith a maximum quadtree level of 8, and minimum 4. For the

erturbed pressure we use an outer boundary at x 1 = 32 , to

nsure that the perturbed pressure has dropped to near zero

n the far field where the boundary condition is applied. The

emperature (needed for the viscosity) at any point x > 8 is taken

t the outer boundary value T ∞ 

. The maximum quadtree level for

he perturbed pressure is set at 10, with a minimum of 3. This

nsures that both RBF nodal distributions cluster points around

he interface with a minimum nodal separation of �x = 0 . 03125 .

he transient heat transfer problem uses a much denser distribu-

ion of nodal points, with the B t value (defining the sharpness of

he distance based splitting criteria, see [29] ) varying uniformly

rom 11 at the highest cell level to 6 at the lowest cell level. We

lso ensure that the nodes around the injection source are at the

ighest cell level, stability. This constant, fine clustering of nodes

xtends to a point r = 3 in the temperature domain. With the

erturbed pressure nodes, we vary B t uniformly from 3 at the

ighest level, to 6 at the lowest cell level, creating a much coarser

ataset that can still accurately capture the perturbed pressure. 

We maintain a constant non-dimensional shape parameter

alue of c ∗ = 90 for all simulations. In the boundary element

ethod the full interface is solved, around which a target element

ize is maintained throughout the simulations at �x ≈ 0.06, en-

uring a mesh-independent boundary element solution. Both RBF

odal distributions are therefore twice as refined around the inter-

ace as the BEM. These nodal distributions have been thoroughly

ested, and the cell levels increased by two levels beyond those

uoted here, creating an 8 fold increase in the nodal density com-

ared to the BEM. At these higher levels, no further gain in accu-

acy is achieved, without significantly reducing the time step size

o impractically small values. 
In Table 3 , the relative errors between the analytical and

umerical volume of fluid are shown for different tem perature

egimes and time step sizes. All cases exhibit very low relative

rrors, with the largest error coming from the 35 °C–70 °C case

hich has the largest local capillary numbers. At the lower

emperature injection we see 1 st order convergence in the time

tepping scheme as expected, however, in the high injection

ases the error plateaus. This is due to the solution accuracy

eaching the limit imposed by the spatial discretisation, so no

urther reduction in time step increases the accuracy (at least

hen Q is high). We use the time step size of �t = 0 . 02 for all

he following numerical results to ensure numerical accuracy and

tability. 

Fig. 3 shows the interfacial displacement and temperature

eld for the 50 °C–35 °C case with Q = 0 . 5 cm 

2 /s at t = 10 . This

ighlights the high Peclet number, as the temperate field shows

ery little diffusion and the interface lies at a temperature close

o the initial temperature condition, i.e. the initial condition has

een almost purely advected. The contour lines bunch in the inner

egion with the low diffusivity and high convection, showing the

harp drop in temperature at the interface that is then smoothly

iffused in the outer region. The numerical solution still shows

 highly circular interface, indicating that numerical error has

ot yet caused any perturbations to grow. To maintain numerical

tability with the numerical methods, a combination of smoothing

lgorithms are used that damp severe numerical oscillations. Brief

ummaries of these techniques are given below. 
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6.1. Artificial diffusion and smoothing 

To ensure stability with the 2 nd order Crank–Nicholson scheme

( θ = 0 . 5 ) for the auxiliary RBF-FC heat transfer solution, artificial

diffusion and selective smoothing are employed. In situations

when the heat transfer is highly convective (i.e. when the thermal

Peclet number is very high), the solution can sometimes briefly

oscillate above/below the base values of the injection and resident

temperatures, bringing numerical error into the solution. This

occurs due to the relative instability of the RBF solution when

high shape parameters are used, and the 2 nd order time stepping

scheme which is conditionally stable. These oscillations only

occur for a very short amount of time in localised regions, but if

unchecked can propagate and eventually destroy the solution. 

When the solution exceeds a threshold based on the injection

or resident temperature (typically 0.1% above/below), an artificially

high diffusion is applied to the point for a single time step that is

100 times higher than the base diffusivity. This damps any severe

numerical oscillations, whilst ensuring that there is negligible ef-

fect on the solution profile. The threshold for the artificial diffusion

and selective smoothing (detailed below) are chosen empirically

from numerical testing across a range of values. Some simulations

(particular cold injection regimes, which are relatively more sta-

ble), require no additional stabilisation techniques. The effect of

the stabilisation on the resulting solution accuracy was tested, and

deemed negligible, by comparing the solutions to those obtained

without stabilisation at higher spatial and temporal resolutions. 

The artificial diffusion here acts differently to the traditional

artificial viscosity that is used in damping oscillations occurring

in shock wave propagation. Artificial viscosity is added into the

momentum equations to smooth small oscillations, but the ar-

tificial diffusivity used in this work only affects the transport

equation for the temperature. The velocity and pressure fields

remain unaffected by this process. 

We use a 2 nd order Crank–Nicholson time stepping scheme

( θ = 0 . 5 ), as opposed to a fully implicit ( θ = 1 ) or forward Euler

( θ = 0 ) scheme to maximize solution accuracy. In testing, the fully

implicit (which does not necessarily require artificial diffusion, due

to unconditional stability) and forward Euler schemes were much

less accurate globally and required impractically small time step

sizes to achieve an acceptable solution accuracy. 

Selective smoothing is employed, whereby if a solution point

differs from the average of its neighbours by a certain tolerance

(we set this to a high value usually ≈ 7.5%), then it is smoothed

to the average value of its neighbours. Artificial diffusion and

selective smoothing occur very infrequently in the simulations

due to the highly refined datasets, generally being applied to

around 1–5 points every hundred time steps. This is enough to

maintain numerical stability and allow the simulations to run for

very long periods of time without affecting the solution accuracy.

For example, in the 70 °C–35 °C case in Table 3 with �t = 0 . 02 ,

the percentage of total points (over the whole simulation time)

where artificial diffusion and selective smoothing are applied is

8.2 x 10 −4 % and 8.9 x 10 −3 % respectively, indicating the sparse

application of numerical smoothing. 

6.2. Shape parameter relaxation 

For the embedded RBF-FC pressure/velocity solution, we em-

ploy shape parameter relaxation to ensure smooth variation in

the pressure/velocity field between time steps. We maximise

the initial shape parameter, using the highest value that can be

achieved whilst still allowing the local systems to be solved using

quad precision arithmetic. This is done on a problem specific

basis, by raising the shape parameter until the matrices become

to ill-conditioned to be readily inverted. A single value of the
on-dimensional shape parameter is used, which when scaled

o the node separation means the dimensional shape parameter

ncreases with distance away from the interface. 

For the relaxation scheme, we set the shape parameter initially

igh at each time step as c ∗ = 90 , and evaluate the residual

hange in interfacial velocity compared to the previous time step.

f the change between time steps is over 5% we drop the shape

arameter by 10% successively relaxing the solution (up to 30%)

ntil the residual change is less than 5%. Since the nodal discreti-

ation changes with each time step, some datasets show a more

egular distribution around the interface (depending on its shape)

nd hence perform better. For poorer quality datasets, relaxing

he shape parameter helps to ensure stability whilst maintaining

olution accuracy and a smoothly varying velocity field. This

rocess also occurs very infrequently, occurring on the order of 10

imes in the whole simulation (of over 1500 time steps). 

. Thermo-viscous fingering results 

We now consider the cases of non-isothermal displacement

iven in Table 2 with an initial interface perturbation. All cases are

un with the mesh/time step parameters discussed in the previous

ection. An isothermal case at 35 °C is used as the base case to

ompare non-isothermal results with, since this represents the

ommon temperature when raising the injection temperature for

ot injection cases and raising the resident temperature for cold

njection cases. We break the results section up into subsections

etailing the different characteristics of the flow, starting with the

eneral system behaviour below. 

.1. General system behaviour 

Here, we describe the general system behaviour using in-

erfacial plots and timeseries data of the key parameters. In

ig. 4 , the interfacial displacements at t = 30 can be seen for the

ifferent tem perature regimes at two different injection fluxes,

 = 0 . 5 cm 

2 /s and Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. These two injection fluxes will

e used throughout to vary the effective capillary number. 

The lower injection flux regimes, plotted in Figs. 4 (a) and (b)

llustrate the effect of a non-isothermal temperature distribution

n the domain. In the cold injection cases in Fig. 4 (a), the inter-

aces have been stabilised in comparison to the isothermal; the

nger bases are more perturbed, whilst the fronts remain closer to

he injection source, creating a less ramified structure. Increasing

he resident temperature from 35 °C to 70 °C has significantly

tabilised the interface, delaying the onset of bifurcation. 

In corresponding hot injection cases in Fig. 4 (b), the interfaces

ave been destabilised, with the fronts accelerated beyond the

sothermal case. The larger temperature difference case of 70 °C–

5 ° has produced a more significant destabilisation, resulting in

n earlier bifurcation and more perturbed finger front at t = 30

n Fig. 4 (b). Interestingly, the bases remain largely in the same

osition, indicating that the base position is controlled mainly by

he outer fluid temperature. 

Increasing the injection flux to Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s in Fig. 4 (c) and

d) results in more significant (de)stabilisation effects from the

on-isothermal regimes due to the increased capillary number.

n the cold non-isothermal cases, the interfaces are somewhat

tabilised in Fig. 4 (c), with the bases all displaced further than

he isothermal case. However the finger fronts now show dif-

erent bifurcation regimes to the isothermal, due to the raised

apillary number and increased thermal effects. Generally, raising

he resident temperature has stabilised the front, with the 35 °C–

0 °C case clearly showing a less advanced finger front than the

sothermal case. 
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Fig. 4. Interface plots at t = 30 for several non-isothermal injection regimes; (a) and (c) show cold injection cases, (b) and (d) show hot injection cases. 
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For the hot injection cases at the higher flux of Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s

n Figs. 4 (d), the interfaces have been accelerated and show

longated two finger split regimes. The two finger regime usually

epresents a more stable bifurcation than the three finger split, as

iscous forces are lower in comparison to surface tension forces.

owever, in this case, the two finger split is caused by a different

echanism than in isothermal viscous fingering bifurcations,

iscussed in more detail in Section 7.2 . 

The displacement regimes can be analysed quantitatively using

ime series data of the finger growth rate, pressure gradient and

obility, shown in Fig. 5 . The dimensional pressure gradient and

obility are shown here (plotted against non-dimensional time),

s opposed to the dimensionless quantities since the homoge-

eous mobility M̄ 2 (and hence scaling) changes with the resident

emperature. This makes making comparison between hot and

old injection regimes difficult, with the dimensional values giving

 better absolute indication of the relative impact of thermal

ffects. Since the growth rate and time are unaffected by the

emperature regime, these are presented in non-dimensional form.

he dimensionless non-linear growth rate of a perturbation with
 r  
adial position r is given by: 

t = U n (r, t) − U n 0 (r, t) (30) 

here, U n ( r , t ) is the normal velocity at the perturbed interface

nd U n 0 ( r , t ) is the normal velocity at the unperturbed interface

growing in an isothermal regime). The velocity of the unperturbed

nterface with time is given purely by the source injection velocity

t the corresponding radius given by r(t) = 

√ 

π+ t 
π . 

The growth rate shown in Fig. 5 (a) highlights the initial accel-

ration of the finger fronts due to the high temperature injection

nd the initial deceleration of the front due to the low temper-

ture injection. The growth rate is controlled by the evolution

f the mobility and pressure gradient at the interface, shown

n Fig. 5 (c)–(f). The initial difference in growth rate between

he cases is due to the change in pressure gradient, as the hot

nd cold injection cases have the same mobilities for the same

nitial temperatures (i.e. the 35 °C–70 °C case has the same initial

emperature and mobility at the interface as the 70 °C–35 °C case). 

In cold injection cases, the pressure gradient is significantly

educed from the isothermal (see Fig. 5 (c)), as the perturbed
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Fig. 5. Plots of the growth rate, pressure gradient and mobility with time for the finger fronts (a, c, e) and finger bases (b, d, f) for different temperature regimes with 

Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. Legend for each plot shown in (b). 
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pressure gradient component in Eq. (21) is positive, which reduces

the velocity and hence growth rate. The magnitude of the total

pressure gradient is initially reduced by 23.7% for the 35 °C–70 °C
case compared to the isothermal, whereas the mobility is raised

by only 20.9%, which results in the lower growth rate of the

35 °C–70 °C case. The reverse is true of the hot injection case,

where a negative perturbed pressure gradient causes a reduction

in magnitude of the total pressure gradient by only 19.0% for the

70 °C–35 °C case, with the mobility increasing by 20.9%, resulting

in a higher growth rate. 

At the finger bases, the growth rate behaviour is reversed, i.e.

the cold cases have higher base growth rates than the hot cases
see Fig. 5 (b)). However, the mechanism for the increase/decrease

n growth rate is the same as at the fronts. The cold injection

ases have a higher growth rate at the finger bases, due to the

ncreased pressure gradient (note the perturbed pressure gradient

n Eq. (21) is negative at the base, increasing the velocity). With

ime, the base growth rates all tend to the same value, when

he mobility an pressure gradient profiles have both reached near

onstant values. At this stage, the temperature fields are diffuse

nd the increase/decrease in pressure gradient due to the cold/hot

njection is equalled by the decrease/increase of the temperature

nd mobility at the base, resulting in the same growth rate. 
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Fig. 6. Temperature scatter plots around the interface for the hot and cold injection cases at t = 5 , Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. The arrows show normal velocity vectors U n , with red 

arrows highlighting the maximum velocity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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The negative growth rates that occur in Fig. 5 (a) and (b)

re caused by bifurcations. At bifurcated points of the interface

here the curvature is negative (for instance at the finger bases),

he normal velocity is reduced significantly in comparison to

n unperturbed interface, meaning the growth rate given by

q. (30) becomes negative. 

The pressure gradient represents the primary control for the

nitial growth of the interface, when the temperature field evolves

n a highly convective regime (i.e. the time frames highlighted

y the zoomed in plots in Fig. 5 ). If the temperature field grew

n a purely convective manner, this regime would hold for all

ime, with hot injection cases being relatively more unstable than

sothermal and cold injection cases. However, with diffusion in

he physical system, the temperature field evolves with different

rofiles around the interface for the hot and cold injection cases

hat alter the bifurcation mode. It is worth noting that in the

ower injection flux regime at Q = 0 . 5 cm 

2 /s, the same effects

ccur as detailed above but with reduced magnitude, resulting in

he early timeframe acceleration/deceleration of the interface, but

ithout alteration in the bifurcation mode. 

The promotion of finger bifurcation in the hot injection cases

ere is similar to that reported experimentally by [22] , albeit

n the miscible regime and at slightly higher injection fluxes

han those presented here. In a small range of mobility ratios β
10, they find that bifurcation occurs earlier in the evolution

or the hot non-isothermal regime. These results appear at least

ualitatively very similar to those here, whereby the finger fronts

re accelerated in hot injection regimes. 

.2. Thermal evolution & bifurcation modes 

After the initial growth at t = 5 in the Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s regime,

he growth rate of the two hot injection regimes in Fig. 5 (a) starts

o vary significantly from the cold injection and isothermal cases

s the bifurcation changes to a two finger mode. The difference in

rowth rate and bifurcation mode can be explained by considering

he temperature and mobility evolution. In Fig. 5 (e) the front

obility (and temperature) drops significantly when 0 < t < 5 in
he hot injection cases, as the temperature is rapidly convected

owards the finger tip and diffused into the surrounding fluid. 

As the tip mobility drops, the base mobility rises in the hot

ases in Fig. 5 (f). As the base develops a high negative curvature

s time progresses, heat is diffused from the base and sides of

he finger into the spacing between the fingers, creating a high

emperature region. This raises the temperature of the base until it

eaches a near constant value where the base convection matches

he diffusion into the outer region. This difference in tempera-

ure evolution between the finger fronts and base results in the

ifference between the bifurcation regimes for the hot and cold

njection cases at the high injection flux. 

The temperature profile around the interface for the hot and

old injection regimes at t = 5 in Fig. 6 highlights the cause of

he different bifurcation modes between the hot and cold cases

ith Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. In the cold injection case in Fig. 6 (a), the

emperature increases monotonically from the finger base to the

ip, meaning the highest mobility (and hence velocity) is found at

he finger tip. The interface proceeds to sharpen in time, and form

he three finger bifurcation. 

However, in the hot injection case, the temperature decreases

onotonically from the finger base to the tip, meaning the finger

ides have a higher mobility than directly at the tip. This causes

he velocity to be higher at the finger sides (highlighted by the

ed velocity vector in Fig. 6 (b)) and the spreading mechanism is

nhanced. This creates a ‘flatter’ finger front and leads to the two

nger bifurcation later in time. 

At the stage shown Fig. 6 , diffusion effects are becoming more

ignificant and have altered the temperature profile around the

nterface enough to cause the change in bifurcation regime. From

his we can infer that the macroscopic temperature profile around

he interface controls the late stage splitting mode of the interface,

hilst the early time scale pressure gradient in the convective

egime describes the general acceleration/deceleration effects of

he hot/cold injection regimes. 

Very similar macroscopic temperature profiles can also be seen

ater on in the finger growth at t = 30 in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). Here,

fter the first bifurcation, the finger tips in the hot injection case

ave lower temperatures than the sides and base, indicating that
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Fig. 7. (a) and (b) Temperature scatter plots around the interface for the hot and cold injection cases at t = 30 . (c) and (d) Temperature contour plots at t = 30 . The bold 

black interfaces overlay temperature contour plots with thin contour lines of the temperature field. Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. 
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the spreading mechanism is again being enhanced. Likewise, the

cold injection cases have the highest temperature at the finger tips,

showing that the fingers will be sharpened and will likely split

into more fingers on bifurcation. The temperature contour plots at

 = 30 in Fig. 7 (c) and (d) show the convective nature of the flow,

with the temperature profile closing following that of the interface.

Here, the thermal Peclet number is very large at Pe = Q/D 1 = 1500 .

It is worth noting that we only see the two and three finger

bifurcations here due to the capillary number and temperature

regimes that are considered. For a four or five finger bifurcation,

the interface has to become much more unstable, requiring a

larger injection flux and capillary number ( Ca g > 70 0 0 produces

a different bifurcation mode). However, the general mechanisms

that we have presented here involving the bifurcation regime and

acceleration/deceleration effects will still hold in these regimes,

albeit with different variations in the bifurcation mode. 

The temperature profiles across the finger front and base

at t = 30 can be seen in Fig. 8 . Here, the multi-zone nature
f the temperature field is observable, where the gradient of

he temperature profile decreases by a factor of three at the

nterface (highlighted by the crosses) due to the three fold in-

rease in the diffusivity in the outer region ( D 1 = 0 . 0 0 05 cm 

2 /s

 2 = 0 . 0015 cm 

2 /s). The temperature profile is very sharp in the

nner region in the hot injection case as the front has bifurcated

nd formed a near stagnation point, and the heat transfer is

ominated by diffusion. The front and base profile therefore

xhibit very similar temperature profiles, with the base being

lightly more diffuse since it was formed earlier in time. In the

old injection case, we still see the same change in temperature

radient at the interface, but the inner zone temperature field is

uch more diffuse as the front has yet to bifurcate and stagnate. 

The viscosity profiles in Fig. 8 (c) and (d) show the relative

ncrease/decrease in local mobility ratio at the interface for the

old/hot injection regimes. As the temperature increases towards

he interface for the cold injection case, the mobility ratio is

ncreased due to the relative change in viscosity for the CO 2 and
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Fig. 8. Temperature and viscosity profiles taken parallel to the finger front (along y = 0 ) and base (along y = x · tan (π/ 8) at t = 30 , Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. Legend for all plots 

shown in (a). 
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rine. In contrast, the local mobility ratio is decreased for the

ot injection case as the temperature drops at the interface. In

sothermal radial viscous fingering, as the mobility ratio is in-

reased for a fixed global capillary number, the base should show

ore stagnation and perturb less into the domain. However, here

he opposite effect is seen, where a more displaced finger base is

bserved in the cold injection case in comparison to the hot injec-

ion, with an associated increase in the local mobility ratio. Also,

he hot injection cases all show near identical base movement

o each other, even though the local mobility ratio (and capillary

umber) is changing. This indicates that the base movement in

on-isothermal regimes cannot be sufficiently described by only

onsidering the local mobility ratio and capillary number, as is the

ase in isothermal displacements. 

The increased movement of the cold injection case in com-

arison to the hot injection case is due to the difference in

omogeneous perturbed pressures. At the finger bases, the per-

urbed pressure gradient contributes only a small amount, with the

rimary movement being controlled by the homogeneous pressure

radient. At lower injection temperatures, the finger base homo-

eneous pressure gradient is larger (see Fig. 5 (d)), increasing the

rowth rate and displacement in comparison to hot injection cases.

In cases with equal injection temperatures ( Fig. 4 (a) and (c)),

he homogeneous pressure gradients are also equal. This means an

ncreased base mobility in the 35 °C–50 °C and 35 °C–70 °C cases

aises the growth rate and displaces the base further into the
omain. r  

j  
If the injection temperature is increased ( Fig. 4 (b) and (d)), the

omogeneous pressure gradient decreases. When this is coupled

ith the corresponding increase in mobility due to the higher

emperature, very similar growth rates and base displacements

re exhibited. The base movement in non-isothermal cases is

herefore controlled mainly by the resident temperature; for equal

esident temperatures the base movement is identical and when

he resident temperature is increased there is a corresponding

ncrease in the growth rate and base displacement. 

.3. Thermo-viscous fingering with a continuous viscosity profile 

To further explore the effect of hot/cold injection on the

hermo-viscous fingering regime we present immiscible displace-

ent results using injection and resident fluids with the same

ase viscosities, μ̄1 = μ̄2 and the same dependence on the tem-

erature field α1 = α2 . This means that the viscosity profile is

ontinuous across the immiscible interface, with smooth variations

oming purely from the transient temperature field. There still

xists surface tension between the fluids, but the effects of the

hermal viscosity profile can be analysed independently from a

iscontinuous viscosity profile generated by the fluids. 

In Fig. 9 , the interfacial displacement for the continuous vis-

osity profile regime can be seen for the different tem perature

ases. Here, we use the base viscosity and α values of brine at

he corresponding injection temperatures for both injection and

esident fluids. The interfacial evolutions shows that the cold in-

ection case quickly stabilises the initial perturbation and displaces
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Fig. 9. Interface plots at increments of �t = 5 from 0 ≤ t ≤ 20 for non-isothermal 

injection regimes using fluids with the same base viscosities and dependence on 

temperature. Q = 0 . 75 cm 

2 /s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

Thermal diffusivity cases with associated fluid properties. 

Diffusivity case (DC) D 1 (cm 

2 /s) D 1 (cm 

2 /s) βd Pe 

1 0.0 0 05 0.0015 0.33 ̇ 3 1500 

2 0.0015 0.0 0 05 3.0 0 0 500 

3 0.0015 0.0015 1.0 0 0 500 

4 0.0050 0.0150 0.33 ̇ 3 150 
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as a circle. Without a discontinuous viscosity driving the growth

of perturbations, the interface is stabilised by the surface tension.

However, in the hot injection case the perturbation is not damped

as significantly and appears to remain with a constant amplitude

after t = 15 . The perturbation amplitude changes initially on the

first plots when t ≤ 10 but then seems to stabilised to a constant

value afterwards. 

The growth rate and velocity plots in Fig. 10 show the short

and long term behaviour of the different temperature regimes.

Initially, the front of the cold injection case in Fig. 10 (a) experi-

ences a smaller growth rate than the isothermal case, with the

base experiencing a larger growth rate. This causes the interface

to quickly stabilise whilst displacing to form a circle. However,

the hot injection case exhibits a higher growth rate at the front

and a lower growth rate at the base compared to the isothermal

case, indicating that it maintains some of its initial perturbation

and works against the surface tension to maintain the perturbed

shape. With time, the growth rate of the fronts and bases for all

cases drops to zero, and they evolve with equal velocity at the

front and base, shown in Fig. 10 (b). This means that the interfaces

are simply convected with the shape they formed in the initial

growth when 0 ≤ t ≤ 10. 

When the growth rate drops to zero in the hot injection case,

there is still a contribution to the growth rate from the perturbed

velocity; enough to maintain the perturbation amplitude. The

source term velocity is larger at the finger base compared to the

finger tip (since it is closer to the injection source), meaning the

perturbed velocity component must be smaller at the base so that

the total velocity is equal along the interface. If the perturbed

velocity component was equal along the interface, or its sign

reversed (as in the cold injection case), the interface would simply

form a circle. 

The non-isothermal temperature regimes when considered in-

dependently without a discontinuous viscosity profile are neutrally

stable. The hot injection case is able to reduce the stabilisation

effects from the surface tension around the interface, with some

of the initial perturbation being maintained. However, the per-

turbation does not grow with time even at this high injection

temperature, and the growth rate of the perturbation eventually

falls to zero. 
Thermal effects that vary the viscosity profile in a smooth

anner act to promote or hinder the existing viscous fingering

egime, but alone do not promote the onset of viscous fingering.

his is exemplified in the previous section, where thermal effects

nhanced the viscous fingering bifurcation in the hot cases and

indered the fingering in the cold cases. The stabilisation from

he cold cases was never enough to completely hinder the finger

rowth, and once the temperature field had sufficiently diffused

he growth rate of features with similar curvatures tended to

owards the same value. 

.4. Thermal diffusivity effects 

In this final section, we explore the effect that the thermal

iffusivity has on the thermo-viscous fingering problem. Up until

his point, we have used the physical diffusivities of CO 2 and brine

or all simulations. The diffusivity controls the sharpness of the

obility profile (affecting the acceleration/deceleration from the

erturbed pressure) and the distribution of mobility around the

nterface controlling the bifurcation mode, meaning it is key to

he entire thermo-viscous fingering process. Here, we present four

iffusivity cases using the 50 °C–35 °C and 35 °C–50 °C injection

egime with Q = 0 . 75 , summarised in Table 4 . βd = D 1 /D 2 is the

atio of the diffusivities, and Pe is the Peclet number using the

iffusivity of the inner zone. 

We keep the fluid properties equal between diffusivity cases

or a given temperature regime, only varying the diffusivity. Dif-

usivity case 1 represents the base case with the physical CO 2 and

rine diffusivities. The diffusivities in each zone are swapped in

iffusivity case 2, and in case 3 they are made equal representing

 single-zone heat transfer problem. In case 4, we increase the

iffusivity in each zone by a factor of 10 compared to case 1 to

howcase a highly diffuse temperature field regime and its impact

n the fingering morphology. 

The interfacial plots at t = 30 for different diffusivity cases can

e seen in Fig. 11 . In both temperature regimes, raising the inner

iffusivity in cases 2,3 and 4 has led to a change in the bifurcation

ode compared to case 1. During cold injection, the bifurcation

ode transitions to a two finger split, whereas in the hot injection

ase it transitions to a three finger split. As the resident temper-

ture remains equal throughout all cases, the base positions have

emained entirely unaffected by changing the diffusivity regime. 

When the thermal diffusivity is raised in both zones by a factor

f 10 (compared to the base case), the growth rates tend to that

f the isothermal case, shown in Fig. 12 (a) and (b). In the early

ime frame, we see a very similar growth rate (almost identical)

or diffusivity cases 1,2 and 3 where the diffusivities are in the

ame order of magnitude. 

Diffusivity case 4 shows a very similar initial growth (and long

erm growth in the hot injection case) to the isothermal case, as

he temperature (and hence mobility) field is highly diffuse caus-

ng only minor acceleration/deceleration effects with the induced

erturbed pressure gradient. This is as expected, since the non-

sothermal should tend towards the isothermal with highly diffuse

emperature fields. Although the growth rate is initially similar to

he isothermal in the cold injection case, after time the growth rate

f the cold case drops, as the distribution of temperature in the do-
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Fig. 10. Plots showing (a) Finger base and front growth rate with time. (b) Finger base and front normal velocity with time. Legend for both plots shown in (a). 

Fig. 11. Interface plots at t = 30 for hot and cold injection regimes with different diffusivity parameters. 
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ain causes the sides of the front to be accelerated more strongly

han the tip. The temperature contours at the late stage show very

ittle resemblance to the interfacial pattern, spreading radially from

he injection source (see Fig. 13 (c)). Since the interface and the as-

ociated convective velocity field has little effect on the transport

f the temperature field, the interface displaces with a radially

iffusing temperature field, meaning the finger sides evolve in

egions of higher mobility regions than the tip. This enhances the

preading mechanism and causing a two finger bifurcation. The

everse can be seen in Fig. 13 (d), where the finger sides in the hot

njection cases evolve into low mobility regions, promoting the

rowth of the finger tip and the three finger bifurcation. 

The same mechanism also controls the bifurcation mode in dif-

usivity case 2 and 3, in which the increased diffusivity in the inner

one promotes heat transfer. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) show the diffuse in-

er regions for diffusivity case 2 at the two temperature regimes

note that very similar plots are obtained for diffusivity case 3,

ith a greater spacing between contour lines in zone 2). In the hot

njection case, the temperature contours of the diffuse inner region

ollow the interface less closely in comparison to case 1, meaning

hat regions of the interface closer to the injection source displace
ith a higher temperature and mobility. This causes the tip to be

ccelerated and the interface bifurcates into three fingers. In con-

rast, the cold injection case with reversed diffusivites has a colder

egion near the injection source that propagates radially outwards

when the diffusivity is raised). This means the finger tips are

loser to the low temperature source when the finger initially

preads and are decelerated in comparison to the finger sides,

orming the two finger bifurcation. We see a switch in the bifurca-

ion mode in the high inner diffusivity cases here as temperature

eld less closely resembles the interface, instead propagating radi-

lly outwards from the source temperature, following a more cir-

ular evolution that produces non-uniformity around the interface.

Two effects are caused by the changing diffusivity, firstly, by

aising the inner diffusivity (and lowering the Peclet number) the

ifurcation mode is altered by forcing the temperature field to

volve in a more circular, radial fashion less closely resembling the

nterfacial pattern. This creates non-uniformities in the mobility

eld that don’t match the interfacial advection, causing the bifur-

ation mode to switch from that given by the high Peclet number

ases. Secondly, by changing the diffusivity ratio, the interfacial

emperature can be raised/lowered without changing the bifur-
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Fig. 12. Timeseries plots of the growth rate and mobility at the finger fronts for the hot and cold injection regimes with different diffusivity parameters. Q = 0 . 75 . 
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cation mode, instead changing the growth rate. In hot injection

cases, by decreasing βd , heat transfer is promoted in the outer

zone and the temperature at the interface is lowered, hindering

the three finger interfacial growth. In cold cases, decreasing βd 

also enhances heat transfer in the outer region, but when coupled

with the reversed temperature gradient, this increases the front

temperature and hinders the two finger growth. 

By lowering the thermal Peclet number, we see similar effects

to those presented in [18] and [20] for miscible regimes; the

stabilising/destabilising effects of a cold/hot injection regime are

reduced. [18] and [20] also generate similar results with the inclu-

sion of thermal lag, which acts to slow the convective velocity in

the heat transfer compared to that in the solutal regime. As well

as changing the location of the thermal front, this also effective

reduces the thermal Peclet number, with very similar qualitative

results to those presented here. We mention these miscible results

to provide some comparison to previous works in the area of

thermo-viscous fingering, but note that although qualitatively

similar, the mechanism for their formation are entirely different. 

8. Conclusion 

In this work, the thermo-viscous fingering problem was in-

vestigated during the displacement of immiscible fluids using a

high resolution BE-RBF-FC method. The numerical method utilised

mesh reduction techniques to solve the coupled heat transfer and

Darcy flow problem in an accurate and efficient manner. These

new methods allowed the solution to moving multi-zone problems
ithout extrapolation, utilising the truly meshless nature of the

BF-FC method to its full extent. The physical mechanisms that

ontrol the immiscible thermo-viscous fingering regime were

nvestigated in a systemic manner, revealing the follow system

ehaviour: 

• In high Peclet number flows, the early stage growth rate is gov-

erned by the pressure gradient at the interface. For hot injec-

tion cases, the magnitude of the pressure gradient is increased,

due to an additive perturbed pressure gradient from the de-

creasing mobility field. When combined with an increased mo-

bility, this enhances the growth rate. In cold injection cases, the

growth rate is hindered due to a subtractive perturbed pressure

gradient resulting from an increasing mobility field. 
• The late stage bifurcation regime is controlled primarily by the

mobility distribution around the interface. When the mobility

decreases towards the finger tip, a two finger bifurcation is pro-

moted, whereas when the mobility increases towards the tip a

three finger bifurcation can be achieved if the injection flux is

high enough. 
• The diffusivity and diffusivity ratio control the mobility distri-

bution around the interface. When the inner diffusivity is in-

creased, the temperature field more closely resembles radial

diffusion from a point source, which promotes two finger bifur-

cation in cold injection regimes and three finger bifurcations in

hot regimes. By increasing the diffusivity ratio, the temperature

and mobility are increased at the interface for hot injections,

and decreased for cold injections. 
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Fig. 13. Temperature contour plots for diffusivity case 2 (top) and 4 (bottom) at t = 30 . The thick black lines show the interface, with thin black lines representing contour 

lines. Q = 0 . 75 . 
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• Finger base displacement is controlled by the resident fluid

temperature. When the resident temperature is increased for a

given flow rate, the finger base growth increases. For a fixed

resident temperature with varying injection temperature, the

base growth rates are equal. 
• Thermal effects in the fingering evolution are neutrally stable.

They act to enhance or reduce existing perturbations that grow

due to the fluids’ homogeneous viscosity contrast. However,

thermal effects are not enough alone to grow perturbations and

cause a fingering instability without an existing viscosity con-

trast. Thermal effects diminish with time as the temperature

field diffuses, with classical viscous fingering dynamics even-

tually overcoming any stabilisation from a smoothly decreasing

mobility field. 

With these findings, careful variation of the fluid parameters

nd initial conditions could control the thermo-viscous fingering

nstability in a predictable manner, creating alternative bifurcation

odes that cannot be predicted using classical viscous fingering

heory at corresponding isothermal temperatures. This study

epresents the first of its kind in identifying the key mechanisms

ehind immiscible thermo-viscous fingering and hopes to provide

 baseline for future research. 
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ppendix 

1. The auxiliary multi-zone RBF-FC method 

The multi-zone convection-diffusion problems under considera-

ion in this work (governed by Eqs. (12) and (22) ) can be described

enerally as initial boundary value problems: 

∂φl ( x , t) 

∂t 
= L l [ φl ( x , t)] + S l ( x , t) x ∈ �l (31) 

l ( x , 0) = p l ( x ) x ∈ �l (32) 

 l [ φl ( x , t)] = g l ( x ) x ∈ ∂�l (33) 

 1 [ φ1 ( x , t)] − C 2 [ φ2 ( x , t)] = h ( x ) x ∈ ∂� (34) 
int 
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Fig. 14. RBF-FC multi-zone stencil type. (a) Interior stencil. (b) Two embedded 

multi-zone stencils collocated on the interface. (c) A single auxiliary multi-zone 

stencil collocated on the interface. Black diagonal lines indicate the fluid-fluid in- 

terface. The grey hatching highlights separate RBF stencils. 
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Q 1 [ φ1 ( x , t] − Q 2 [ φ2 ( x , t] = f ( x ) x ∈ ∂�int (35)

Here, �l is the interior of zone l , ∂�l is the boundary of zone l

and ∂�int is the fluid-fluid interface. Eq. (32) is the initial condi-

tions for the problem. Eqs. (34) and (35) are the solution and flux

matching conditions at the interface. For continuous solution and

flux h ( x ) = f ( x ) = 0 . We take a Crank–Nicholson approximation to

the time derivative: 

φn +1 
l 

− φn 
l 

�t 
= θL 

[
φn +1 

l 

]
+ ( 1 − θ ) L 

[
φn 

l 

]
+ S(x, t) (36)

To obtain modified PDE governing operators 

L = I − θ�t L 

ˆ L = I + ( 1 − θ ) �t L (37)

such that 

L l 
[
φn +1 

l 

]
= 

ˆ L l 
[
φn 

l 

]
+ S l (x, t) = S l (x, t) (38)

In the equations above, L ( ̂ L and L ) and B are linear partial

differential operators on the domain � and on the boundary

∂� respectively. By using this type of time stepping algorithm,

the transient problem is reduced to a series of inhomogeneous

steady-state problems, with the inhomogeneous term a function

of the solution at the previous time step. Steady-state problems

are achieved by setting ˆ L to zero and L = L in the above equations.

The Hermitian collocation approach constructs the value of

the solution φ as a weighted sum of partial differential operators

applied to a set of radial basis functions that are centred on nodes

ξ j . In the Hermitian RBF interpolation in Eq. (39) , the boundary

operator B is applied at the domain boundary, the governing PDE

L operator is applied at the domain interior, and the flux and solu-

tion operators Q and C are applied at the multi-zone interface: 

φn +1 
l 

( x ) = 

NB ∑ 

j=1 

α j B l,ξ�(‖ x − ξ j ‖ ) + 

N B + N I+1 ∑ 

j= NB +1 

α j L l,ξ�(‖ x − ξ j ‖ ) 

+ 

N B + N I+ N F +2 ∑ 

j= N B + N I+2 

α j C l,ξ�(‖ x − ξ j ‖ ) 

+ 

N B + N I+2 N F +3 ∑ 

j= N B + N I+ N F +3 

α j Q l,ξ�(‖ x − ξ j ‖ ) (39)

In Eq. (39) , NB is the number of boundary nodes, NF is the

number of flux (interface) nodes and NI is the number of inter-

nal nodes. The RBF operators in Eq. (39) are Hardy Multiquadric

RBF interpolants �(r) = (r 2 + c 2 ) 
1 
2 . These are favored over Gaus-

sian or thin plate spline RBFs due to their accuracy when solv-

ing convection-diffusion type problems and the variable shape pa-

rameter which can be fine-tuned for specific problems. We use a

global, non-dimensional version of the shape parameter c ∗, which

is related to the local shape parameter c through c ∗ = c/ �, where

� is the average nodal separation in the local stencil. This means

the dimensional shape parameter will increase with distance away

from the interface as the nodal separation increases. 

In the RBF-FC method, the global domain is broken down into

a series of overlapping local stencils. These stencils are formed at

every interior node in the domain, with three examples shown

in Fig. 14 . By enforcing the PDE system (31) –(35) at a set of test

locations, equal to the set of functional centres in a local stencil in

zone l , a collocation matrix can be formed. 
The auxiliary multi-zone method collocates only one stencil at

each interface point, enforcing operators from zone 1 and zone 2
n the same matrix system, i.e. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B 1 ,x B 1 ,ξ 0 B 1 ,x L 1 ,ξ 0 B 1 ,x C 1 ,ξ B 1 ,x Q 1 ,ξ

0 B 2 ,x B 2 ,ξ 0 B 2 ,x L 2 ,ξ B 2 ,x C 2 ,ξ B 2 ,x Q 2 ,ξ

L 1 ,x B 1 ,ξ 0 L 1 ,x L 1 ,ξ 0 L 1 ,x C 1 ,ξ L 1 ,x Q 1 ,ξ

0 L 2 ,x B 2 ,ξ 0 L 2 ,x L 2 ,ξ L 2 ,x C 2 ,ξ L 2 ,x Q 2 ,ξ

C 1 ,x B 1 ,ξ −C 2 ,x B 2 ,ξ C 1 ,x L 1 ,ξ −C 2 ,x L 2 ,ξ C 1 ,x C 1 ,ξ − C 2 ,x C 2 ,ξ C 1 ,x Q 1 ,ξ − C 2 ,x Q 2 ,ξ

Q 1 ,x B 1 ,ξ −Q 2 ,x B 2 ,ξ Q 1 ,x L 1 ,ξ −Q 2 ,x L 2 ,ξ Q 1 ,x C 1 ,ξ − Q 2 ,x C 2 ,ξ Q 1 ,x Q 1 ,ξ − Q 2 ,x Q 2 ,ξ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

g 1 ,i 

g 2 ,i 

S 1 ,i 

S 2 ,i 

h i 

f i 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(40)

In the auxiliary system, the unknown solution fluxes do not ap-

ear in the data vector (RHS of (40) ), with f i instead enforcing the

ux matching condition locally. Similarly, the field variable match-

ng condition appears locally in the form h i . The auxiliary system

nly enforces corresponding zone operators on each other, so that

he interpolation is valid in a particular zone. A smooth interpo-

ation cannot be performed using a single interpolating function if

here are discontinuities in the operators, hence the need for zone

pecific interpolations that create a block structure in (40) . The

DE centres present at the system centrepoints of the two em-

edded systems are not apparent in the auxiliary system. This is

ecause the local enforcement of the matching conditions provides

 strong collocation at the centrepoint, which already takes into

ccount the multi-zone transport scalars that appear in the PDE

entres, so there is no need for a third/fourth collocation here. 

For interior stencils, the last two rows/columns of (40) can be

ropped, leaving an interpolation that depends only on boundary

nd PDE operators. By forming an RBF collocation over each of the

 stencils, which are formed around each strictly-interior domain

ode, a series of N local RBF collocation systems are formed given

y (40) . This is equivalent to defining at each interpolation stencil

n auxiliary boundary value problem rather than performing a

ure interpolation as is done in the RBF-FD approach. 

To link the systems together, φl ( x ) is reconstructed at each

ystem centrepoint, thereby obtaining an estimate for the field

ariable in terms of the corresponding unknown values at the
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olution centres on the periphery of the stencil. Using the RBF

econstruction formula (39) the approximate value of the field

ariable φl ( x ) may be computed for any system centrepoint x (k ) 
c 

n the domain. By performing the reconstruction of φl ( x ) at the

entrepoint of each local system k , a series of N simultaneous

quations are formed for the N unknown values. Since each

econstruction depends only on nodes in the corresponding local

ystem, the resulting global matrix system is sparsely populated. 

For the auxiliary method, since the unknown flux terms do

ot appear in the data vectors, only the values of φl ( x ) are ob-

ained from the solution of the sparse global system. The newly

omputed nodal values of φ may be fed back into the local data

ectors, allowing the value of ˆ L [ φn ] to be reconstructed at the end

f each time step. At the first time step the value of ˆ L is unknown,

nd must be approximated from the initial solution field. The

ost straightforward way to obtain this estimate is to perform

n initialisation time step of zero size; i.e. setting �t = 0 and

tilising the existing local systems and reconstruction algorithms

o perform a simple RBF interpolation of the initial data field in

rder to obtain S (x, t) . 

2. Multi-zone verification 

Since the auxiliary method is entirely new, and designed specif-

cally to alleviate ghost-region extrapolation, we present a veri-

cation example in this section based on a transient convection-

iffusion problem with a moving interface. We solve the 1D

ransient convection-diffusion equation in each fluid zone i.e.: 

∂φl 

∂t 
= D l 

∂ 2 φl 

∂x 2 
− u 

∂φl 

∂x 
l = 1 , 2 (41) 

here D l is the thermal diffusivity, u is the fluid velocity and l is

he zone. We enforce continuity of flux and solution at the moving

nterface which is convected with the fluid velocity u : 

1 = φ2 , (42) 

 1 
∂φ1 

∂x 
= D 2 

∂φ2 

∂x 
(43) 

t the boundaries ( −L ≤ x ≤ L ), Dirichlet boundary conditions are

nforced: 

1 (x = −L, t) = 1 (44) 

2 (x = L, t) = 0 (45) 

he initial conditions for the problem, with the interface located

t −L/ 2 are: 

1 (x ≤ −L/ 2 , 0) = 1 (46) 

2 (x > −L/ 2 , 0) = 0 (47) 

he auxiliary multi-zone method can be used to solve the above

roblem, with the nodal points near the interface displaced at

ach time step to lie directly on the interface. PDE operators close

o the interface are similarly displaced so that at each time step

hey have available data from the same zone at the previous

ime step. Since there are also no PDE operators directly on

he interface, no extrapolation has to be performed for any PDE

perators, with the nodal points being suitable displaced due to

he meshless nature of the scheme. We tested the above problem

sing the embedded multi-zone method with 1 st and 2 nd order

aylor series extrapolation (since PDE points have to exist on the

nterface for global accuracy), however, the extrapolation severely

imited the accuracy of the scheme and made it ineffective for

oving interface problems in its current form. We therefore only

resent results from the auxiliary problem here. 
Although analytical solutions exist for various transient

onvection-diffusion type problems, the solutions are typically

ard to constuct and involve complex functions of exponen-

ials, Fourier series and infinite sums (see for example [39,40] ).

hese solutions become even harder to construct for moving in-

erface, multi-zone transient convection-diffusion problems, even

ith constant coefficients. Therefore, to verify the performance of

he auxiliary problem, we transform the above moving multi-zone

onvection-diffusion problem using a moving reference system

ith velocity u [41] . We introduce the transformed variables as: 

 

∗ = x − ut , t ∗ = t (48) 

sing these variables, the convection-diffusion problem (41) re-

uces to the following diffusion problem: 

∂φl 

∂t ∗
= D l 

∂ 2 φl 

∂X 

∗2 
l = 1 , 2 (49) 

e solve Eq. (49) on a static frame from ( −L ≤ X ∗ ≤ L ), and map

he results back to the original x domain. Since the newly mapped

oints in x will be displaced to the right of the original domain,

.e. −L + ut ≤ x ≤ L + ut, any points that lie −L ≤ x ≤ −L + ut are

et to the boundary condition at x = −L . This is valid as long as

he Peclet number is much greater than 1 meaning the solution

ear the left boundary at x = −L will remain at the Dirichlet

oundary condition and simply be convected into the domain. Any

oints that map to the region outside of the original domain, i.e.,

 ≥ L are not used. The mapped and original results will only be

omparable if the solution at the points X ∗ ≥ L − ut is equal to

he boundary condition at x = L . As long as the solution profile

s sharp, the solution at the right of the domain remains near

ero for a long time, allowing the solutions to be compared. For

his procedure to work, the boundary conditions for the fixed X 

∗

omain have to be interpolated from the mapped domain, i.e.: 

1 (X 

∗ = −L, t ∗) = φ1 (x = −L + ut , t ) (50) 

2 (X 

∗ = L, t ∗) = φ2 (x = L + ut , t ) = 0 (51) 

ince the interface is displacing in time with position

 = −L/ 2 + ut, the transformed matching conditions are: 

1 = φ2 , (52) 

 1 
∂φ1 

∂X 

∗ = D 2 
∂φ2 

∂X 

∗ at X 

∗ = −L/ 2 (53) 

inally the initial conditions for the transformed problem are: 

1 (X 

∗ ≤ −L/ 2 , 0) = 1 (54) 

2 (X 

∗ > −L/ 2 , 0) = 0 (55) 

olving Eq. (49) subject to boundary, matching and initial condi-

ions (50) –(55) and mapping the results to the domain x = X ∗ + ut

ollowing the assumptions above, is equivalent to solving (41) sub-

ect to boundary, matching and initial conditions (44) to (47) on

he original x domain. 

Although the solution to Eq. (49) can be sought analytically

e.g. [42,43] ), the analytical solutions typically involve eigenvalue

roblems, whose solution is usually sought numerically. In the

ase here, we use a very fine resolution finite difference scheme to

olve the governing Eq. (49) directly. Eq. (49) is solved using finite

ifferences (FD) on the domain ( −2 ≤ X ∗ ≤ 2 ). We use 2 nd order

entral differencing for the spatial derivatives, and a 1 st order fully

mplicit time stepping procedure for the temporal derivatives. A

host node either side of the interface is used to close the system

f equations arising from the extra flux and solution matching con-

itions at the interface. Initially the interface is located at x = −1 ,

hich with a velocity of u = 1 and simulation time of t = 1 results
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Fig. 15. Moving interface solution profiles. RBF-FC solutions taken using quadtree cell level 4–6 dataset at the centreline y = 0, average 40.37 nodes in x direction. Solutions 

shown at �t = 0 . 25 increments from 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Moving interface relative errors between the auxiliary multi-zone RBF-FC method 

and the FD method at t = 1 . 

Quadtree cell level Average Nx Average � L 2 difference 

case 1 

L 2 difference 

case 2 

Uniform level 5 31 0.1250 4.01 x 10 −3 5.69 x 10 −3 

Uniform level 6 63 0.0625 1.27 x 10 −3 2.14 x 10 −3 

Quadtree level 4–6 40.37 0.0967 1.59 x 10 −3 2.60 x 10 −3 
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in an end location at x = 0 . To achieve a spatial and temporally

independent solution, we use 511 solution nodes in the x direction

with a time step size of �t = 1 × 10 −7 . Even though implicit time

stepping is used, the boundary conditions must be taken at the

previous time step where the mapped solution is known (it is not

known at the current time when the solution is sought). 

Eq. (41) is solved using the auxiliary multi-zone RBF-FC method

on the domain ( −2 ≤ x ≤ 2 ). We use several different nodal dis-

cretisations, with a time step size of �t = 1 x10 −3 . The same

velocity field and starting interface location are used as above.

We use a non-dimensional shape parameter of c ∗ = 50 . The one-

dimensional problem is solved in two dimensional space with the

RBF method, using zero flux conditions at the top and bottom

boundaries to ensure a one dimensional solution. 

In the results that follow, the finite difference and RBF solutions

are compared at time t and spatial locations x , meaning the finite

difference solution has to be mapped to the original domain, i.e.

x = X ∗ + ut, with the approximations above. 

Fig. 15 shows the auxiliary RBF-FC and FD method solution

profiles for two diffusivity regimes with time. Both solutions show

sharp multi-zone interfaces where the diffusivity ratio causes

a corresponding transition in the solution gradient. Since the

interface moves with the convective field, the transient profile

does not show the usual solution trapping at the discontinuity

common in fixed interface problems [33] . Here, we see that as

the inner zone expands, the solution cannot stagnate near the

interface and increase with time, instead the solution is ‘swept’

along with the interface. In this way, once the transient profile has

been setup after t = 0 . 25 , the solution at the interface does not

change significantly, as any increase through convection/diffusion

is matched by an expanding zone acting to lower the temperature.

The RBF solution in Fig. 15 shows a highly accurate solution

profile that is indistinguishable from the FD profile, with over 12

times fewer nodal points. The FD profile represents a highly accu-

rate solution to the problem, since it solves a simple diffusion case

with changing boundary conditions that is then simply mapped to

the original domain. The RBF method has to update the interface

location and displace the nodal points at every step, but is able to

accurately capture the solution with very few points. 

The solution differences taken at t = 1 between the FD and

RBF-FC method for different datasets are shown in Table 5 . As

expected, the uniform level 6 RBF dataset shows the lowest dif-

ference, with a significantly refined mesh. Due to the relatively

coarse time step size used, the errors do not drop significantly

with an increase in the maximum cell level, since the error is con-
rolled by the 2 nd order Crank–Nicholson time marching scheme.

he error in the level 4–6 RBF dataset is very close to the uniform

evel 6 dataset, despite the significantly reduced number of nodes.

ince the solution field changes sharply at the interface, very few

odes can be used in the outer domain, whilst nodes are clustered

round the interface. 

These results highlight the highly robust nature of the auxiliary

ulti-zone method for moving multi-zone problems. The solutions

rrors are low when compared to a transformed FD solution using

nly very few nodal points. Without extrapolation the scheme

s also able to accurately capture the interface solution and sur-

ounding solution profile, that make it very robust and not limited

n spatial convergence to the extrapolation order. This represents

 large improvement over fixed mesh schemes that have to use

xtrapolation when the interface moves over the nodes, and makes

t very robust for the moving interface problems that are tackled

n this work. 
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